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The honeymoon
is over
– it’s time to work
on the marriage

Although the couple portrays a united front,
some cracks are beginning to appear. Hardly
surprising given that the people that make up
the two communities have such differing backgrounds. In the Lean community we find a lot
of process-oriented people with the aim of solving problems for really large corporations developing really large systems. On the other hand,
the Agile community is populated with people
from smaller organizations who are often more
interested in improving the working situation
for the single programmer. And it is unavoidable that these diverse lines of action will sooner
or later lead to clashes and disagreements.
One such dispute that has existed for a while
is the user story vs. use case debate. In this issue
of Lean Magazine we draw insights from several experts representing different views of the

matter. This is a typical area where the use cases,
originally coming from Ericsson and telephoneswitch development, are often advocated by the
large-system guys, whereas User Stories are usually favored by people in the Agile/XP-camp.
Anyway, it has certainly been an interesting
endeavour to put together this set of articles, and
we can already promise that we will come back
soon with more reports from where the debate is
hottest in the Lean and Agile movement.

Gustav Bergman
Marketing Director
Softhouse Consulting

Photo: André de Loisted

When they first got together a few years ago,
it was love at first sight. Both Lean and Agile
had felt like outsiders in the software community, and finally they met someone who had the
same opinions on just about everything, so both
felt that they had met their true soulmate. Like
natural-born freedom fighters they set off on a
splendid journey, and made RUP and Waterfall
pundits tremble like Oklahoma bankers in the
times of Bonnie & Clyde.
But now the days of fighting seem to be over
and it is time for the rebellious pair to settle
down and build a new world. Rumors tell that
even the Big Blue (who owns Rational Software)
is training large numbers of Scrum Masters, and
several other large corporations that earlier have
frowned upon Lean and Agile are embracing all
of its major principles.
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Alistair Cockburn:

“A Use case is to a user story

”
✏ By Gustav Bergman, Marketing Director, Softhouse Consulting
(his last name is pronounced "Co-burn" in
the Scottish way) is one
of the initiators of the
Agile movement in software development, having helped to write the
Agile software development manifesto and the
agile PM Declaration of
Interdependence. He is
also one of the leading
creators of the Crystal
methodology.

Requirements Management has for a
time been a hot topic within the Agile community, and a religious war
has seemed imminent between the
followers of user stories on one side
and use cases on the other. The rebelyell of the user story-buffs have often
been “out with the old and in with
the new!” – and many have seemingly
been against use cases merely because
they have RUP written all over them.
On the other side we have seen use
case devotees in white coats mocking user stories lecturing that this unscientific bumblebee cannot fly.
Lean Magazine has talked to one of
the greatest experts on the matter,
Alistair Cockburn, who has not only
been a leading profile in Requirements Management for twenty years,
but also has a moderate view on the
pros and cons of the two concepts.
Alistair Cockburn’s engagement in Requirements Management started in
1991. He was working for IBM Re-
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search in Zurich and needed a way
to return to the United States. IBM
had just started the IBM Consulting
Group, and was constructing a methodology for its consultants to use.

”

“At that time it was mostly based on
Information Engineering, i.e. dataflow
modeling and databases,” Cockburn
recalls. “But they needed a track for
the emerging Smalltalk and C++ projects – that was my assignment.”

Noun- or verb-based?

During those days, the object-oriented
modeling, design and programming
parts were relatively obvious: There
was the Booch/Rumbaugh school of
OO modeling, there was the Cunningham/Beck/Wirfs-Brock school of
responsibility-driven design, and there
were the programming languages
Smalltalk and C++.
“However, those left a large gap in
the area of requirements. It was not
clear to me that requirements should
be object-oriented just to follow the
design being object-oriented.”

Photo: istockphoto.com

Alistair Cockburn

Use cases and user stories
have different purposes
and shouldn't be confused with
each other just because they
start with the same three
letters – just as, say, a GAZelle
shouldn't be confused
with a GAZebo.

>>
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Alistair Cockburn on Use Cases and User Stories
• “User stories should be regarded as like carpaccio, describing very thin slices of work for the
developers to develop. Use cases, on the other
hand, describe the size and shape of the target.”
• “The agile community should stop trying to turn
everything about requirements into a user-storyshaped nail for their lonely user-story hammer.
They need to learn other tools! On the other
hand, I think the non-agile community should
stop trying to produce (or eat) an entire elephant
at one time. They should learn the advantages of
behavior-carpaccio.”

• “I register a problem with the phrase ’user story’.
User stories have no ’story’ content, no plot line.
They are simply markers linked to user requests.
As the user stories get cut into smaller and
smaller pieces, the story content gets less and
less, to the point that users don’t really see the
point. I really wish we had a different word for
these markers. But we don’t, so I continue ...”
• “Most people still write 20–30 page use cases. They
should stop, immediately! Two pages are ample
for all but the most intricate of use cases (I’ve only
seen about four such in the last 15 years, and they
ran to 3–4 pages). When everyone learns to write
1–2 page use cases, then the advantages of use
cases will start to show up again.”

>>

Photo: istockphoto.com

Cockburn discovered Ivar Jacobson’s 1987 report on use
cases from the OOPSLA conference, and found they had a perfect
fit for the information he was missing in the methodology:
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“When I say perfect fit, what I
mean is that object-oriented models are all noun based – they name
the nouns in the domain. Use cases
are all verb based – they name the
actions being taken by the people
and the nouns in the domain. Having all verbs or all nouns leaves a
big gap in the model. Having use

cases tells us what to accomplish;
having objects tells us what will
accomplish that. In some sense, it
is like having the warp and weft in
weaving – some threads run vertically, some run horizontally. You need
both. Paying attention to that nounverb issue has been a big help to me
in navigating the choppy methodology waters. I still use it to this day.”

Getting the big picture

Today, Cockburn always starts with
use cases in order to get the big picture. These use cases can be written
quite briefly, perhaps two paragraphs
to a half-a-page or at worst a page,
so this is generally useful inquiry and
not onerous writing.
“Without the big picture I (and others) have no idea what we’re trying to
build, its shape, size or complexity. I
use the discipline surrounding use-case
writing to shine a light into dark and
hidden corners, and expose potential

trouble spots. This shape then guides
what happens next.”
Once the “coarse-grained use cases” are in place, Cockburn is “fairly
indifferent” as to whether use cases
or user stories are used after that.
“It’s very much a question of how
much the people involved can keep
in their heads and how good their
conversations are. I do like to use
the discipline surrounding use cases
to check for extension conditions
and extension handling, and would
apply some version of this discipline
in all cases.”
However, use cases have one major
limitation with short iterations: It is
impractical to implement an entire
use case in a single iteration.
“Personally, this doesn’t bother
me, because I’m happy to put the
use case on the wall and simply color the sentence in the use case being
implemented in this iteration. Coloring them like this allows me to
implement individual sentences or
even phrases from the use case set
in any order I like, and to always
see what’s done, what’s stacked to
be done, what’s in progress, at any
given time. In this sense I don’t need
user stories at all.”
In Cockburn’s experience few other people are willing to do the above
coloring. Instead, they prefer to see
separate work items listed on separate cards or as separate line items.
For these people, cutting the use
cases into user stories is pretty much
a necessity.

Use cases have limitations

According to Cockburn, there are
two occasions when use cases really
don’t serve a useful purpose. The first
is for CAD/CAM tool-type systems.
In these systems, there is no plot line

for the story embedded in the use
case. There are only many different
tools the user can bring to bear.
“In such cases, I would quickly
shift from high-level, coarse-grained
use cases to features lists (and I
wouldn’t even call them user stories,
just ‘features’).”
”The second occasion when use cases don’t serve a real purpose is in bug
lists and feature enhancement lists.
Related, once the system is fairly far
along in implementation, the ongoing requests from users look more and
more like feature enhancement lists.”
”Again, I wouldn’t call these user
stories except in deference to the
implementation group if they are
in the habit of saying ‘user story’
instead of ‘feature’ or ‘product backlog item.’ In the case of long bug or
feature lists, I would just work from
the list.”
In contrast to this, Craig Larman
– chief scientist at Valtech – claims
that he likes user stories because they
scale up to really, really large requests
(like “implement the entire system”).
In a way, both use cases and user stories could be regarded as fractal. Larman makes use of this fractal nature
of user stories to break really big
projects into manageable pieces, each
time using the “marker” characteristic of user stories to defer detail.
“I should say that this works for
Craig because he can keep a lot in
his head and is good with his conversations. From my perspective,
if a team can’t keep track of which
sentence in a use case they’re implementing on a given iteration, they
won’t be able to keep track of the
fractal expansion of very large user
stories.”

>>

Gazebo
A gazebo is a pavilion
structure, often octagonal, commonly found in
parks, gardens, and spacious public areas.

Editor’s note. Three letters – that is what USEr
stories and USE cases
have in common according to Alistair Cockburn,
who stresses that they
have different purposes
and shouldn’t be confused with each other.
Or as he puts it himself:
”I’ve finally concluded
that a user story is to a
use case as a gazelle is to
a gazebo. See if you can
describe the difference
without just enumerating what each is. As the
Mad Hatter [in Alice in
Wonderland] asked: 'Why
is a raven like a writing
desk?’”
(Accordingly, the gazelles
and gazebos on these
pages have really nothing
to do with Lean or Agile,
but Cockburn’s explanation made our graphic
designer go wild.) 
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“

Paying attention to
that noun-verb issue has
been a big help to me in
navigating the choppy
methodology waters.
I still use it to this day.

Use Case & User Stories – a pros & cons approach

Use Case

Use cases and user stories serve fundamentally different purposes, and so
in some sense it makes no sense to compare them:

 Presents a clear description of system behavior.

• The purpose of a use case is to describe the black-box behavior of a system as
it interacts with the outside world – not just with the primary user, but also with
other systems. A use case is a record of decisions made about the behavior of the
system under discussion.
Use cases primarily serve the user and business community. These people have
long suffered from not knowing what they are going to get. Use cases help with
that. Programmers sometimes don’t like use cases because they are user-centric
and call for behavior that crosses programmers’ assignments.

 Records outcomes
of discussions

• The purpose of a user story is to mark – for later expansion – requests for system functionality. A user story is a token or marker that gets moved, expanded,
annotated as the request gets handled. It is not a requirements document, it is
not a record of decisions made, and it is not a description of system behavior. It is
always just a marker.
User stories primarily serve the developer community. These people suffer from
having to split up requirements documents into tiny pieces to spread among
themselves. User stories can be split small enough to assign to single developers
or development groups.

”

With these two purposes in mind, the pros and cons become quite clear,
and are naturally opposing as shown to the right.

 Provides discipline
for "completeness" and
look-ahead, and can
be used to get a good
handle on the size of
the system to be developed and reduce the
number of surprises
along the way.
 Has a "shape" showing all behavior around
a system request – this
serves the user and
business community
well, so that people can
more easily see the implications of what they
are asking for.

User Story
 Short (just a sentence or a phrase).

>>

In Cockburn’s opinion, three things
are really important in any project:
vision, size and context:
• Vision
“It is crucial that every team member
sees approximately the same end goal.
This is more important on agile projects
because they write down less and leave
more to tacit knowledge. Therefore, every project – agile or not, using Scrum
or not – should have written down and
posted in plain sight a short description
of what the system is supposed to do
and how it is supposed to help its users
and stakeholders. Anything over a page
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long is too long.
“Ideally, the vision or mission statement captures some emotional feeling to help the developers tell whether they’re on track or not. For my new
web site design, we’re using, ‘Get pleasantly lost in all the articles and content.’ Our first user test produced the
response, ‘It’s very nice and clean, but
I can’t see how to get pleasantly lost in
here.’ Because of the vision statement,
our viewer knew immediately what to
comment on, and we had a direct idea
in which direction to make changes.
Other ones might be like, “Slide the
buyer effortlessly along the conveyor

belt to finishing a purchase”, or ‘Ensure
the nurse NEVER gives a patient the
wrong medication.’ ”
• Size
“Everyone has an idea of the order of
the task at hand, whether this is going
to be a 10 work-month project or a 250
work-month project. All too often with
agile projects, I see a ceiling line that
rises faster than the programmers can
work. This makes the sponsors nervous
and the programmers depressed.
”I’ve written that I like use cases
because they reveal the size and shape
of the product. If you’re not using use

cases, go for some other technique that
will hint at the approximate size of the
final system, so the sponsors can make
appropriate funding and staffing plans.”
• Context
”The programmers, UI designers and
testers know how each product backlog item, sprint item or user story fits
in the work or operation of the user.
This context helps them make many
small design decisions along the way,
or even challenge feature requests.”

 Can be used to
mark needs outside
pure functionality –
data enrichment, usability improvement,
even internal work
items for the team.
 Easy to write on
an index card; sets of
them can be manipulated in 2D on the wall
to indicate priority
and spans of behavior across actors quite
visibly.
Photo: istockphoto.com

Three essential factors

 Can be split into
smaller and smaller
pieces; a complete user
story can fit into any
size of iteration.
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Recommended reading at alistair.cockburn.us
Use cases and user stories are different things.
http://tinyurl.com/59peb7
http://tinyurl.com/26yx3m

User stories can be used to mark
needs outside pure functionality
– an excellent paper by Gerard Meszaros.
http://storyotypespaper.gerardmeszaros.com

Five reasons to use use cases.
http://tinyurl.com/2hbmwf
Jeff Patton’s Story Mapping technique at
AgileProductDesign.com
http://tinyurl.com/68be4k

Requirements
revisited
– how the long wars between use cases and user stories started –

To understand the parallel development
of use cases and user stories you have to go
back to the 1960s. At that time, Ivar Jacobson invented use cases for his own use when
he was working with Ericsson telephony systems.
“When you look at particularly the ‘extensions’
aspect of use cases, you can still see remnants of
Ericsson telephony systems”, says Cockburn. At
that time, they would lock the documents at a
certain point, so you could not make any more
changes to them. An ”extension” was a way to
write a new document and say, “At step 17 of
that old document, we want to detect the following condition and insert the following behavior.”
This makes good sense for that environment, but
of course doesn’t make much sense for our modern electronic-repository based and hyperlinked
requirements tools.”
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“The other thing was that in telephony”, Cockburn
continues, “services are largely additive. A customer owns a simple service, then adds call waiting.
The execution of call waiting is that the simple services runs, and then is interrupted by a condition –
the call waiting – that the system detects, at which
point it goes off and does that behavior, then returns to the simple service. Here again, you can see
that the extensions model of use cases makes good
sense – it describes interrupting a flow of behavior
to inject a new flow of behavior.”
Ivar Jacobsen left use cases alone in the 1970s,
and revisited them in the 1980s when he was writing his Ph.D. dissertation. At that point he introduced them for general application development.
“What I had to test for my methodology was
whether his form of writing, which works so well

for telephony, works well also in application
development. It was not clear in 1991 that it
would. Over the years, I have found that it works
remarkably well for general process descriptions
of all sorts, and particularly black-box requirements for interactive software applications.”
User stories got their start when Kent Beck was
looking for lighter, faster ways to gather feature
requests. (Note, he does not like the word “requirements”). He was working in areas where
there were not many users, so he could literally
walk down the hall, ask the user a question, walk
back and start typing.
“In 1993, I attended a workshop called WOOD
(Workshop on Object-Oriented Design)”, says
Cockburn. “It was held at the Snowbird ski resort
(not accidentally the same place we wrote the agile manifesto – we several times held workshops
there). At that workshop, Ivar talked about use cases for almost two days. As we left, I recall thinking that we were in for a rough time, because it was
clear that everyone had formed a different impression of what a use case was – and the people in the
room were all notable writers: Adele Goldberg,
Kenny Rubin, Jim Rumbaugh, Larry Constantine,
Kent Beck, Martin Fowler and others.”
Sure enough, at the next WOOD in 1994, Ivar Jacobsen wasn’t present. Among the 17 people present, 14 different definitions for “use case” were

TinyURL is a Web service that transforms long URLs into smaller
ones that are easier to type. You will be redirected promptly to the
actual URL.

found based on memories of the previous year.
Martin Fowler offered the quip, “I think use case
is just Swedish for ‘scenario’.” And Kent Beck said,
“Just ask the users what they want, and write that on a
card.” The cards should have no particular structure –
duplication and overlap were allowed. The point was
only to find out what the real users wanted. Real diligence would need to be applied
Kent Beck got to try his card method out in
several places, including Wall Street firms and on
the Chrysler payroll system. Those are very different environments, and have very different user
types – the only thing they have in common is
a small user base. Kent Beck came to call these
things “user stories”.
“In strong distinction to use cases, user stories were
supposed to be informal ‘reminders to have a conversation’ as opposed to requirements documents,
they were to be written on index cards as opposed
to being maintained online, they were to reflect
what real users requested as opposed to consolidated decisions made by business analysts, and they were not to have
any particular structure, as
opposed to the structured
form that use cases have.”
“And that,” Cockburn
concludes, ”started the
long wars between use
cases and user stories.”

SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE
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✏ By Ola Sundin, Softhouse Consulting
How to use the Product Backlog to
increase communication and become
productive early on in the project.
As a Scrum Coach I sometimes come across
projects that simply aren’t working out. Most of
those have a problem with the communication
between the Product Owner and the Team. Here
I present an approach based on the intellect of
Dan North.

>>
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Dan North from the
global IT consultancy ThoughtWorks is a
programmer, a team
coach and a teacher of
lean and agile methods. North’s thesis is
that most problems that
teams face are caused
by dysfunctional
communication.
Dan North blogs occasionally about his ideas
at dannorth.net. Here
you can also read more
about Scenarios, as described in this text.

>>

As I see it, the Product Backlog is not only a list of functionality and issues. It can also be put
into service to increase the developer
team’s domain knowledge, commitment and collaboration as well. On
several occasions, I have been successful in improving the communication
between the Product Owner and the
Team by using the Product Backlog as
the interface through which communication takes place. By shifting some
of the Product Owner’s responsibilities to the Team, I have managed to
get them involved in the evolution of
the requirements.

Epics – Stories – Scenarios

Evolutionary requirements isn’t just
a way to minimize the amount of
changing requirements and amount of
time spent before development starts.
It is also a great way to build a bridge
from the Product Owner and his
problem domain to the Team and the
solution domain.
I find it useful to think in terms of
Epics-Stories-Scenarios and use the
Team to help the Product Owner
evolve the requirements along those
lines to build the bridge. To get the
Team into the habit of working with
the Product Owner and the requirements, I introduce the responsibilities of Business Analyst and Quality
Assurance to the team, one person per
responsibility, and I rotate them each
Sprint.

Rotating responsibilities

Introducing the Business Analyst and
Quality Assurance and advocating the
shared responsibility for the Product
Backlog removes uncertainty about
what’s expected of everyone involved
as well as strengthening the collaborative climate of the project. Rotating
the responsibilities provides the team
with a natural way of sharing knowledge and increasing the overall competence of the team members. All of this
builds trust and confidence – important factors in getting self-organization
and commitment up and running.
Some may argue that the introduction of Business Analyst and Quality
Assurance goes against the no-role policy of Scrum, but as far as I am concerned it is about delivering working
Software and whatever gets you there
is good practice. Don’t forget that
Scrum is about continuous improvement rather than process roll-out, and
the most important thing is to
get it right the final time!

>>
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“… get it right
the final time!”

Photo: istockphoto.com

Dan North

>>
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as the team and Product owner get
to know each other and their understanding of the problem and solution
domain increases.
The overall business goals are the
problems the projects are supposed to
solve and are expressed in terms of epics:
As a [stakeholder] I want [feature] so
that [benefit].
For each Epic the Stakeholders
should be identified to enable the
Team to involve actual people when
it comes to breaking the Epics down
into Stories or understanding the
problem at hand. The more involved
the team is in this process, the better
they will understand the business and
the better they will become at making
informed decisions.
♣ Keep the Epics on cards in big black
letters and stick them on a wall
to make them visible to everyone.
If you run out of wall it probably
means that there are too many Epics.

The job of a
Business
Analyst
The Business Analyst starts his job in
Sprint Zero, i.e. the Sprint preceding
the first development Sprint. He collaborates with the Product Owner to
♣ get the overall business goals of the
project in place
♥ establish the level of detail for the
requirements and how they should
be communicated to the Team (definition of “done” for a story, to put
it simply).
It is important not to do too much
of it, since the level of detail will shift
16 SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE

♦ At the same time this is being done,
the Team should start considering the
technical solutions available and start
creating the overall architecture in the
form of simple models – stick those
models on the wall as well to keep
them visible and usable for sprint
planning and daily discussions.
♠ This is also the time for the Team to
start asking questions along the lines
of ‘what does it actually mean to …’
and ‘how is it done at the moment
and why isn’t that good enough’ as
well as questions regarding the potential users: ‘who are they’ and ‘how
can we make it easy for them’. Asking
these kinds of questions helps identify the incidental stakeholders, the
owners of the non-functional requirements who come into the picture as
a result of the implementation decisions made – anyone affected in some
way by the results of the Team’s work.

The next step is to drive out the initial
Story List and get some more knowledge into the team. The Product Owner
prioritizes the Epics and the Business
Analyst starts dealing with the top two
or three. This means getting some more
detail in the form of User Stories, the
As a [stakeholder] I want [feature] so that
[benefit] format applies here as well as
the cards – at least before there are too
many. Eventually it always becomes a
problem having them on cards, but it is
a simple solution that makes it easy to
sort, group and prioritize the stories in
a collaborative fashion, and that is what
is needed at the beginning of a project.

The job of
Quality
Assurance
Before a story can get into a Sprint
Planning, it needs to be estimated and
before it can be estimated, the Team
needs to understand it and have a clear
understanding of when they are done
with it – this is where the Scenarios
and Quality Assurance come in.
While the Business Analyst works
with the Product Owner and the Team
to get Epics and Stories in place, the
Quality Assurance is responsible for the
next evolutionary step – the Scenario. A
Scenario takes the form of given [some
context] when [I do something] then [this
happens], if it is a more complex scenario
you could add when [I do another thing]
then [this new thing happens] as many
times as appropriate. Scenarios are written on the back of the Story cards. If
there’s not enough room, chances
are there are too many Scenarios and splitting the Story should
be considered. Quality Assurance
works with the Business Analyst
to find Scenarios, gets them verified

and refined together with the Product
Owner, and communicates them to the
Team at estimation.
When development of a Story is
done, Quality Assurance is responsible for verifying that all Scenarios
are fulfilled and that the agreement
with the Product Owner is honored.
If automatic acceptance tests are used,
it is Quality Assurance together with
a developer that makes sure tests are
written for each Scenario and that the
tests are in good shape.
Having the entire Story in place, you
are finally ready to do some estimation.
I normally let the team do estimation
before the Scenarios are written, simply
because I don’t want too much effort
going in to the requirements before
being sure they will actually be developed and to give the Product Owner
some sense of cost to enable
planning. This of course
means that the estimates
might change when the scenarios come into play. In
that case you would have to
re-estimate or remove some
Scenarios to stay within
the estimate. The removed
Scenarios should be estimated and kept in the
Product Backlog to
ensure that nothing is
lost..

✏ By Ola Sundin
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C++ or Java. To write both pseudocode and code is waste. It is hardly lean,
but is throwaway duplicated work.
Thankfully, we’ve made progress.
Today we can focus on user needs and
nobody in their right mind would consider writing pseudo-code.
The problem is that today Agile calls
these snippets User Stories.
You don’t believe me? The above
example is a User Story from Extreme
Programming Installed, Jeffries et al.,
2001. There are plenty more like it.

ise for a future discussion” (which is
what Alistair Cockburn calls them, to
Ron Jeffries’ glee) to capture sophisticated user needs. You need a structured understanding of dependencies between requirements. You need
enough information that a system tester can write tests for the requirement.
User Stories don’t cut it.
Jeff Sutherland says that his company
has three to thirty pages of documentation behind each PBI (Product Backlog Item) for new features. Yes, a good

Way, Liker, 2004, p. 38). It means “to
use all the modern QA methods available.” It means not just picking stories and running with them, but to
wrap them in Use Cases to structure
an understanding of their costs, mutual dependencies, and business value.
“Do not pick a single direction and
go down that one path until you have
thoroughly considered alternatives …
though time-consuming, [it] helps
broaden the search for solutions, and
once a decision is made, the stage is

Photo: Christopher Roos

A few years ago, I was forced to teach
CS students pseudo-code at the insistence of my department head.
Pseudo-code is a leftover from the
days of top-down design when managers were expected to micro-manage
their developers. Managers didn’t really
understand code, so pseudo-code came
to save them – but it’s not clear that it
helped customers.
Today, we know better. Pseudo-code
passes as a pedagogical tool for a week
or so until students master basic logic in

Jim "Cope" Coplien,
well-known software
profile, author of several
books, and great contributor to the area of patterns,
gives his view on Lean
Development in each issue of Lean Magazine.

I hate re-work
And I hate pseudo-code
a programming language. After that,
code is enough. That’s close to the
Agile philosophy of “the code is the
design.” It’s lean, because code goes to
the customer. Nevertheless, back there
in academia, students were writing
drivel like this:

FOR each account, COMPUTE the balance by ADDING up all the deposits
and SUBTRACTING all the deductions.

They were bored to tears. Such algorithms are trivial to write directly in
18 SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE

Today they supposedly are statements
about requirements, not design. But
as Gertrud Bjørnvig notes, most User
Stories have neither a user nor a story.
It’s nerds writing coding requirements.
Pseudo-code is back with a vengeance.

User Story can help break the ice with
your customer, and you can even use
User Stories as PBIs that reference
online Use Cases. The units of work
in a sprint can be Use Case scenarios –
testable units of functionality.

This is not Lean.

Lean says: Don’t rush into anything,
and requirements capture is no exception. Lean is based on “a culture of
stopping or slowing down to get quality right the first time to enhance productivity in the long run” (The Toyota

Lean focuses the entire team on what
the end user will pay for. In a practical
project of any size you can’t depend on
a “reminder” (Mike Cohn) or a “prom-

set for rapid implementation.” (Ibid.,
p. 39).
Without this panorama, you
can’t recognize the Last Responsible
Moment when it arrives.
Try it. Deliberating carefully on
requirements with Use Cases creates
rework in analysis. Rework in analysis adds value. The alternative is to
forge ahead as though User Stories are
pseudo-code, leaving corrections to
refactoring. That’s rework in production. Rework in production is waste.
SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE
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”… sort of like when the dentist starts digging around in
cavities that you didn’t know
you had”

this will hurt!
✏ By Arne Åhlander, Softhouse Consulting

Henrik Kniberg, author of the popular book “Scrum and XP from the Trenches,”
shares some experience on how to implement Scrum. The bad news: There will always be some pain. The good news: There is potential for immense improvement.
What are the general things to think
about when implementing Scrum?

“First of all you need a clear goal. Why
are we implementing Scrum? What
20 SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE

results do we hope to achieve? To most
companies, the answers are things like:
• Improved productivity.
• Faster time-to-market.

• Improved team motivation.
• Higher customer satisfaction.

Secondly, you need people that are
generally positive to change. Implementing Scrum will reveal organizational problems fairly quickly, usually problems that have been deeply
embedded in the company for a long
time. This will hurt, sort of like when

Henrik Kniberg
on the art of scrum
implementation

the dentist starts digging around in
cavities that you didn’t know you had.
If there is no willingness to spend time
discussing and fixing these problems,
if everybody is happy with the current
process and not willing to question
anything, then you might think twice
about implementing Scrum.”

>>
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Some companies choose to
implement Scrum with a big
bang and some choose to do it step
by step. What pros and cons do you
see in these alternatives?

“I’ve tried both and I can’t say that I
prefer one or the other – the decision
is very context-dependent.

Henrik Kniberg

Henrik Kniberg, Crisp
Stockholm AB, is an agile
coach and a Certified
Scrum Trainer. Kniberg’s
popular book "Scrum and
XP from the Trenches"
has established Kniberg
as a leading authority in
the field. As a lecturer,
Kniberg regularly cooperates with Jeff Sutherland,
e.g. during the Deep Lean
seminar in September
2008 where Mary &
Tom Poppendieck also
participated.

• Incremental implementation hurts
less, but hurts over a longer time. It’s like
pulling out one hair at a time. If the current processes are working fairly well,
I would lean towards an incremental
approach. It gives you time to experiment more and generate buy-in as the
process spreads naturally throughout
the organization (Scrum is quite contagious). The downside is that you get
“impedance mismatch” with Scrum
teams having to interact with waterfall
teams or customers that don’t “have
time” to talk to the team.
• Big bang implementation hurts more,
but only for a short time. It’s more like
pulling out all your hair at once (ouch!).
If the current process is significantly
flawed, I would lean towards a big bang
approach. Especially if we believe that
the new process ‘can’t possibly be worse
than what we have now’ (a fairly common argument for big bang). You really have to build a strong commitment
from everyone involved first. The upside
is less impedance mismatch – no neighboring waterfall teams to grind against.
The downside is that it will be quite
chaotic at first, since we are likely to get
many things wrong initially.
It is extremely important to quickly
get over the big bang phase and get
back to a steady rhythm of incremental improvement. So big bang doesn’t
replace incremental implementation: it is
just a way to kick-start the whole thing.
What lessons have you learned personally when implementing Scrum?

“That Scrum works. That doesn’t
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mean Scrum is the ultimate, perfect process-to-end-all-processes. It
just seems that the traditional way
of developing software is so riddled
with waste that even a poor implementation of Scrum causes significant
improvements in short time.
Just getting people to talk to each
other instead of hiding behind documents and tools is an immense
improvement. The downside to
this success is that many companies
implement Scrum only partially and
then stop, not realizing the enormous
benefits that can be achieved by going
all the way.”
Sometimes you hear people say that
“Scrum is not enough”. What is your
reaction to that statement?

“They are right. Scrum is just a framework. It doesn’t say anything about
how to write code, how to test, or how
to brush your teeth. You need to fill in
the blanks yourself. Here are some examples of nice complements to Scrum:
• XP for the engineering practices
• Lean practices such as Value stream
mapping and one-piece flow to find
bottlenecks and decide where to
create Scrum teams and backlogs.
There is a pattern we’re seeing with
some of our clients now. Some
teams (usually within maintenance
and operations) find that, although
Scrum works better than what they
did before, it feels unnatural and
wasteful to batch work into sprints.
So we help them experiment with
one-piece flow (also from Lean) using techniques such as Kanban
boards. Sort of like Scrum without
sprints (although I wouldn’t really
call that Scrum).
Scrum is a great tool. But it is certainly not the only tool, and should
never be used alone. That would be like
a carpenter with only one really good
hammer and no other tools ...”

“I think the biggest problem with Scrum right now is not the
process itself, but the hype and exaggerated impression that
people are getting (or giving). A chainsaw is like magic if you
previously used an axe to chop down trees. But the chainsaw will require a change in your process. It is not just a better axe that you swing in the same way. And the chainsaw
doesn’t solve all problems – you need other complementary
tools (for example to bunch up the fallen trees). If you don’t
understand this you may be surprised and disappointed.”
– Henrik Kniberg

“A CHAINSAW
IS NOT An AXE!”
Implementing Scrum in a crisis
In a crisis situation you are in a hurry.
Don’t think too hard, don’t wait too long!
says Kniberg who proposes the following
three-step emergency plan:
Step 1: quick analysis
”This should normally take no more than
a few days. Interview the people nearest
the action to find out the real problem.
Do a quick root-cause analysis to find out
which areas need to be addressed first.
The choice will not be obvious.
• Symptoms are generally the easiest to
fix, but will have a fairly weak effect on
the problem.
• The root causes are generally the hardest to fix, but will have a strong effect on
the problem.
Surprisingly often it turns out that implementing Scrum correctly will fix many of
the most important problems.”

Step 2: quick action
“We are not trying to install a perfect
process, just trying to get our nose above
the waterline. Just get started somewhere! Typical action points could be
• ’get the customer in’
• ’change the Definition of Done to include test & integration.’
However, in some cases the current
process is so broken that a big-bang
Scrum implementation is called for.”
Step 3: normalization
“This is when the immediate crisis is
over. Now we are back in the standard
rhythm of incremental process improvement in Scrum.”

Scrum makes
everybody happy!
According to Henrik Kni
berg the main benefit
from implementing
Scrum is happier people:
• The customers are happier because they receive
business value faster and
earlier.
• The development teams
are happier because they
are working together for
a higher goal and receiving concrete feedback
as they go, and because
they are getting more
done in less time.
• Everybody is happier
because of improved
trust and increased
revenue.
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Lean reflections by an armchair general
“No plan of operations extends with any certainty beyond the first contact with the enemy.”
von Moltke, Prussian chief of staff 1857–88
I have always been interested in history, and in my job at
Softhouse, I have constantly benefited from being able to
delve into this reservoir of human experience. Amongst
other things, it often strikes me how many of the principles
we talk about today in Lean and Agile have been applied
by armies since the days of antiquity. A good example of
this is the struggle for power between France and Prussia in
the 19th century.
Let us begin in October 1806 when Prussia declares
war on Emperor Napoleon’s France. The Germans have
a meticulously well-organized army where the officers are
trained in geometry and other mathematical disciplines.
The units’ manoeuvres are controlled to the most minute
detail, and the command have been drilled to produce
documentation and plans so that the armed forces work
like a clockwork.
The problem now is that the generals of the High Command are having difficulty agreeing on the grand plan. In
the end, they send out a poor compromise to the units.
Soon after, the High Command realizes that the plan is
unsustainable, so they send out new orders. Soon all of the
field staffs are tied up in desperate paperwork, with earlier
orders being re-called and new ones issued.
The French doctrine is based on quite different principles. Basically there is a simple plan, which is always
the same: “Find the main body of the enemy forces,
assemble all resources in this point and defeat them in
one decisive blow.”
The field marshals’ units which are made up of crossfunctional army corps are relatively independent and
the organization is trained to “embrace uncertainty”.
Rapid internal communications make it possible
to handle new situations as they arise.
At the beginning of October, Napoleon
gives the order to advance. Like a huge octo-

pus ”La Grande Armée” spreads itself across the plains of
Saxony and surrounds the enemy. On the 14th of October
the main forces of the Prussian Army are defeated close to
the towns of Jena and Auerstedt. Two weeks later Napoleon marches into Berlin.
But let us see what happened 64 years later, in the socalled Franco-Prussian War of 1870 when Napoleon III
of France (nephew of Napoleon I) decides to attack the
expansive Prussia. This time the roles are different:
The Prussian Military have spent decades on detailed
analysis of what made Napoleon I so successful. Their entire
philosophy of leadership has been reformed. According to
the new doctrine, planning will be applied to that which is
possible to plan: mobilisation and logistics. Otherwise they
follow the principle of “embracing uncertainty.”
The Frenchmen have become overconfident and arrogant. They think it is enough to have talented commanders who make quick and bold decisions.
To begin with, the Frenchmen’s focus on initiative and
speed is shown to have some significance. However, when
the well-organized Prussians counterattack, the improvised
French offensive is shown to be insufficient. Shortage of
supplies, logistic chaos and deficient intelligence lead to a
military catastrophe for the French, and after a few weeks
they are forced to surrender.
Napoleon III’s army is reminiscent of an all-too-common misinterpretation of the Agile Manifesto:
“Individuals and interactions over processes and tools”
doesn’t mean no process at all.
“Working software over comprehensive documentation” doesn’t mean no documentation at all.
“Responding to change over following a plan” doesn’t
mean no planning at all.
Gustav Bergman, Softhouse Consulting

